Abstract-Automated sign language recognition is one of the important areas of computer vision today, because of its applicability in vast fields of life. This paper presents automated recognition of signs taken from Pakistani Sign Language (PSL). The paper presents empirical analysis of two statistical and one transformation based shape descriptors for the recognition of PSL. A purely vision based, efficient, signer independent, multi-aspect invariant method is proposed for the recognition of 44 signs of PSL. The method has proved its worth by utilizing a very small shape descriptor and giving promising results for a reasonable size of sign dictionary. The proposed methodology achieved an accuracy of 92%.
I. INTRODUCTION
In daily life, human beings communicate with each other and interact with computers using gestures. As a kind of gesture, Sign Language (SL) is the primary communication media for deaf people. Everyday, millions of deaf people all over the world are using SL to get useful information and exchange ideas. Therefore, in recent years, SL recognition has gained a lot of attention and a variety of solutions have been proposed. Sign language can be a benchmark for gesture recognition system as it is the most structured and developed form of gestures. Sign language as a tool can be beneficial in many aspects to the deaf community. It can serve as a medium to encourage deaf people to be a part of community and develop their identity in the society. This facilitates deaf community to integrate well into the hearing society. Sign languages are not uniform throughout the world, there is vast difference in sign languages when we move from country to country and region to region. Information and communication technologies can play very effective role for deaf people to facilitate their communication among their deaf society and hearing community as well, along with enhancement in their level of learning.
Every member of the society has the right to access the information around one. Information itself is not reachable or unreachable; rather its form of representation formulates it so. Deaf community is normally deprived of the information, because information around them is not presented in a form that they can access. So to benefit deaf community, systems with general accessibility should be developed. Automated Sign Language Recognition (SLR) systems can provide with such a general solution.
Sign languages can be grouped into two categories: Static signs and Dynamic/Continuous signs. In static signs only hand shape and orientation is analyzed for recognition of signs. Whereas in case of dynamic or continuous signs, along with shape and orientation, direction of movement and sequence of gestures is also considered to completely understand sign.
Automated SLR can also be effectively used in robot control, industrial machine control, appliances control, virtual reality, interactive learning and many more. The fact of vast variety in the acoustic language equally prevails in the case of sign languages. Sign languages have got diverse variety in the base language and then have another range of various dialects based on the same base language. Every country has its own variant of sign language and these variants further have many dialects in different regions of the country. A lot of work has been done for different languages of the world . Especially researchers have got a good focus on Australian Sign Language [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , American Sign Language [9] [10] [11] [12] , Chinese Sign Language [13] [14] [15] , and Arabic Sign Language [16] [17] [18] [19] . Unfortunately very limited work has been done for the recognition of Pakistani Sign Language (PSL). Aleem Khalid and et. Al [8] This paper presents an efficient and robust method for automated SLR recognition for PSL. Static one-handed signs are used for the proposed method. Different statistical methods are used for selecting different shape descriptors and then those methods are compared along with the tuning of different parameters in classification phase. Two different groups of signs are taken for analysis. Next section presents the classical to state of the art in sign language recognition. section III presents the proposed methodology in detail. Fourth section presents the results and analysis of the proposed method the final section presents the concluding remarks of the presented paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The multidimensional applicability of the domain of sing language recognition system has implied the researchers to have this as their research focal point. The researchers in the field of image processing, machine vision and pattern analysis have realized the significance of putting their research efforts into this particular area of SLR. This realization has lead to the valuable contributions by the researchers. Different researchers have focused on different phases of SLR systems, such as segmentation, feature selection, feature extraction or classification. But it is observed that majority researchers have set their focus on feature selection and feature extraction to improve overall system. The reason for attaching prime importance to feature selection and extraction is its vital role in the performance and accuracy of the complete SLR system. Samir et al. [22] and Philippe Dreuw et al. [25] have used multiple cameras to recognize sign language. Samir et al. have generated image features with pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN) from two different viewing angles for recognizing Arabic Sign Language [22] . It is needed to have two cameras mounted on particular angles to get 3D features of image. This make the system, multiple cameras dependent and complex settings for the system make it computationally inefficient as for a single image two images are processed instead of one. Padam et al. used Krawtchouk moment features for recognizing static hand gestures [23] . The system claimed to achieve signer independence along with coping up viewer angle variations. Yun Li. et al. have used portable accelerometer (ACC) and surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors for automatic Chinese SLR at the component level [24] . Three basic components of sign that is the hand shape, hand orientation, and movement are exploited to achieve high accuracy rates. Xu shijian et al. [31] and Tian Swee et al. [32] have also used external data gloves for the purpose of recognition of sign language. Use of data gloves gives good accuracy but dependence upon external gadgetry and high cost, lowers its worth. Rini Akmeliawati [26] and sumaira et al. [27] have used colored gloves for automated SLR. Finger tips and palm prime points are colored with specific colors to identify these points for recognition purpose. They have got good accuracy but with some external aid for feature extraction, a little and simple cost to pay for attaining high accuracy. Many researchers have used limited size of dictionary. Ershaed et al. [28] have used only four signs. similarly Wassnerr et al. [6] have used only two French signs to get recognized by their proposed system based on Artificial Neural Networks. Zafrullah et al. [29] have used only six signs of American sign language for aoutomated recognition. Ershaed et al. [28] , Zafrullah et al. [29] , Xing et al. [1] and Cooper et al. [30] have used depth cameras for automated SLR. Depth cameras are quite expensive and hence making a barrier to its vast applicability.
Researches on sign language recognition just mentioned here have different rates of accuracy and meant for different sign languages. These researches have their own strengths and associated disadvantages as well. These are pointed out in the preceding paragraph. The proposed methodology has tried to address all above mentioned problems. The experimentation with proposed methodology proves its worth in many aspects. The proposed methodology have got no dependence on any external gadgetry, no colored gloves or data gloves are used. The proposed method is efficient enough to be implemented in real time systems as it is based on simple yet powerful features.
Method for SLR presented here does not require expensive depth cameras, simple inexpensive digital camera is used and it can even work with a simple webcam. Only a single camera is used, multiple cameras mean more cost in terms of time, money, complexity and hence performance. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper presents a method for automated SLR for PSL. The proposed methodology can be shown with a block diagram in Fig. 1 . System starts with a signer's image and takes that image as the input to the system. This signer's image is then passed to the segmentation module for segmenting hand of the signer, as proposed system is only meant for one handed static signs of PSL. Three different types of features are analyzed to come up to the proposed shape descriptor for the recognition of PSL in the actual system. After this required shape descriptor of signs is extracted and passed on to the classification module that classifies the sign and gives that classification result as an output. Each module of the PSL recognition system is elaborated further in the coming sections.
A. Input Module
Input module takes image of the signer. The frame of the image only covers one hand with which sign is shown the other hand and face is not captured in the frame. Along with that signer also have to wear full sleeves shirt with any color that does not match to skin color. Background of the signer should not be occluded with other objects that match with skin color. These special constraints on input image of signer are to make segmentation process easier and simple. As it is relies on purely vision based classification and totally rejecting the idea of use of any external gadgetry, so skin-based classification systems have to put some constraints on the background and clothing. These constraints are much easier to follow than to have expensive and cumbersome external gadgetry such as data gloves etc. Input image is not taken with any special illumination constraints and can be taken from any ordinary digital camera even a moderate quality webcam can work well.
B. Segmentation
Input image of signer is passed to the segmentation module. For segmentation phase, K-means clustering is used for the classification of skin color objects and nonskin color objects. Non-skin color objects are taken as background after having three iterations of k-means clustering. K-means clustering can be defined with equation below.
Where C i is the i th cluster where number of total clusters is k. x p is the point to be assigned to a particular cluster and m i is the mean of i th cluster. After each iteration, updation of each cluster's mean is required, new mean for each cluster is calculated as follows
After segmentation to improve the segmentation results, noise in the image is removed by applying morphological operation. The morphological operation used is as follows:
Where O is the object for our case segmented sign of PSL and I is the image and S is the structuring element. For this paper we have used a 3*3 square structuring element to remove noise from the image. S x is the translation of S by the vector x and S x is defined as:
As a result of segmentation process, the binary image of the hand would be produced. Some results of segmentation with scaling, illumination and translation variations are shown in Fig.2 . This binary image would be the processed for feature extraction phase.
C. Feature Extraction
Once the image is converted to binary image it is further processed for feature extraction. For this paper we have analyzed three different types of features. This paper has explored two statistical and one transformation based descriptors. These features have their own inherent properties which are exploited here for the purpose of recognition of PSL.
i. Central Moments
Central moments are used in image processing and computer vision to analyze image properties. Moments about zero for one variable can be defined with the following equation.
As for images we need to extend idea of moments to two variables, as it is required for the analysis of two dimensional images. Moments for two variables can be shown through following relation. Again this definition is for moments about zero.
=1 =1 00 = 1. 10 is x component of the mean and 10 is the y component of the mean, i.e and respectively. Central moments are moments about the center of gravity and these are considered good shape descriptors. Following equation gives the definition of central moments.
For the paper we have used central moments up to order three. Definition of these can be given by putting values in the above mentioned general equation. For calculating central moments, we have supposition that segmented sign have value 1 and the background have value 0. The central moments 20 is variance of x and 02 is variance of y. 11 is the covariance of x and y. Covariance gives the orientation of the sign. Thus these attributes define the shape. Theoratically if we have large number of central miments, shape can be fully retrieved, hence is a good candidate for the SL descriptor. This is the reason these central moments are used in the paper for the recognition of PSL.
ii. Hu Moments
The set of seven moments called Hu moments are considered as a good choice for shape descriptor for their invariance property. For recognition of PSL, the absolute Hu moments are used instead of principal Axis Hu moments. The seven absolute moments of Hu are used for the recognition of PSL [37] . These seven moments are mentioned as follows. These Hu moments are actually derived from central moments. The Hu moments from one to six are rotation, scale and translation invariant. Seventh moment has the property of skew orthogonal invariance; this property is used to distinguish mirror objects of identical shape. So these inherent properties make it a suitable candidate for the shape descriptor for the recognition of PSL.
iii. Fourier Descriptors
Fourier series has proved its worth in many applications and so in image processing and machine vision. Fourier series can also be used for shape description. This paper analyzed the contour based fourier descriptors. So PSL sign need to get transformed into its contour and that contour ultimately transformed into the 1-D shape signature. Then periodic samples are taken from the signature to obtain fourier descriptors and then these fourier descriptors are used in fourier series to obtain fourier coefficients.
For transforming sign to its corresponding 1-D signature is based on centroid distance. If binary segmented image of PSL sign is represented as:
Where, 'I' is the domain of binary segmented image of sign. Then Centroid (C(x), C(y)) of the sign can be obtained as follows:
Where N, is the total number of points in the segmented sign. :
After obtaining centroid, 1-D signature needs to be extracted. For this contour points need to be extracted. After calculating contour points, cetroid distance is used for 1-D shape signature. Signature is obtained with the following relation.
= | ( ) − ( ), ( ) − ( )|
Where is the i th distance between centroid and i th contour point. is the i th contour point and C is the centroid point of the sign.
Before extracting signature of the shape, sampling of the contour points is performed to make system more time efficient. As shapes are not of same size, so to have equal size of signature vector, an adaptive step size for each image is adopted. This adaptive step size function STEP is defined in terms of total numbers of contour points in each image and by a constant n, we have given a value 300 to n, to get a reasonable size of step while considering size of image and size of sign in majority of images.
= .
Results of transforming image to 1-D signature are shown in Fig. 3 .
Once 1-D signature is obtained, its fourier descriptor is obtained by transforming the this signature to complex function , as follows:
Above relation holds true for i= 0……N boundary points boundary points, where x is the horizontal coordinate and y is the vertical coordinate of the signature vector. This complex function is then transformed to fourier series F(x,y). The coefficients of such series are used as fourier descriptors. Experiments performed, which would be discussed later that only very few initial fourier descriptors can be very effectively for the classification purpose. This strong property makes the overall classification process very time efficient.
For making fourier descriptors, translation invariance, we have ignored the DC component of the fourier transform. Similarly for making descriptors as scaling invariant, we have used following formulation.
= 0
This holds true for i….N for all fourier coefficients, 0 is the first coefficient i.e. DC component.
Starting point invariance can be achieved by ignoring phase and using only magnitude of the fourier coefficients. This is what we have done for this paper. Along with this to make 1-D signature starting point consistent per signature, the boundary point that is at the maximum distance from the centroid is taken as the starting point − ( ( , ) ) Where N is total number of contour points of the sign in the segmented image, is the i th contour point and C is the centroid point of the sign.
Fourier descriptors, with a very small shape descriptor have proven its worth for the recognition of PSL. 
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Experimentation is performed to analyze three different types of shape descriptors for the recognition of PSL. All three shape descriptors have inherent properties that make each a suitable candidate to be selected as shape descriptor for PSL recognition. There is no standard data set available for PSL, as there is very limited work done on PSL, so dataset is developed for this paper. Sign dictionary comprises two distinct groups of signs. Group I has thirty five signs of alphabets of PSL, whereas Group II has just nine signs for the numbers 1-9. Two distinct sets are used in the experiment to check the impact of the dictionary size on the shape descriptors. All signs from both the groups are one handed static signs. Training set has 387 examples from both sets and 14 different signers have posed for signs. Whereas testing set have 210 examples that are posed by 5 different signers.
PSL is difficult as compared to many other sign languages. As it have many signs, that are visually quite similar. So it is not an easy task to give a system with very high accuracy for PSL recognition system. Many examples in group I and few in group II where same sign with different orientation in PSL is considered as different sign. For example "daal" and "ain", "zaal" and "ghain", "no" and "chay" are some of the examples of PSL where same sign with different orientation means different sign. Similarly some other signs in PSL, which are visually quite similar to each other. Few examples of such signs in PSL are shown in Fig. 4 . There are other such examples in PSL as well. These factors increase the complexity of the data set and hence making PSL recognition system, a very challenging task. Even then, the proposed methodology has proven its worth and results are quite encouraging.
Any digital camera of moderate resolution can be used; even a webcam can work well. It is required to keep the system simple for its vast applicability, so no external gadgetry is used, rather the system is kept purely vision based. Some constraints are applied on the clothing and background of the signer which are already explained in methodology.
For classification, minimum distance metric is used. Ranking metric RM used for the paper is given by taking ratio of the summation of all the correctly recognized signs i.e. acc and total number of signs tested N. Central moments are analyzed in Fig. 5 (a) and 5(b), for Group I and Group II respectively, while tuning different parameters of classifier for both groups of signs. But there was not much of the difference between central moments of different shapes. It is used for binary images as intensity values are of no importance in our case. Area variance and orientation of different numeric signs is almost same so the classifier was not able classify signs on the basis of central moments. Centroid has to play no role in our shape classification as signs can appear at any location in the image and by just identifying the centroid is interpreting nothing It is evident from the data that there is no significant difference in the values of central moment for visually quite different signs. So central moment alone, as shape descriptor for PSL recognition is no way an appropriate choice Fig. 6(a) is showing central moment Scatter plot of 387 examples. Examples belong to one class is represented with one color. It is evident from the figure that there is no certain grouping or clustering visible. Central moments may provide better results, if combined with some other shape descriptors. ) shows different variations in the parameters, distance measure and nearest neigbour, of classifier are brought and it is observed that by tuning different parameters the accuracy obtained for group I could not exceed 50% but for Group II it goes upto 82%. For smaller and simple group it gives good results. So Hu-moments which is considered as good shape descriptor, could not prove its worth for Group I. The main strength for which Hu moments are considered as a superior option among shape descriptors is its invariance. Invariance in terms of translation and scaling is very useful for the recognition of PSL but as far as rotation invariance is concerned; it is a negative instead of positive point for PSL recognition system. Many examples in group I where same sign with different orientation in PSL is considered as different sign. As same sign with different orientation in PSL is considered as different sign. So a good shape descriptor for PSL is that, which is orientation sensitive rather than being rotation invariant. For example "daal" and "ain", "zaal" and "ghain", "no" and "chay" are some of the examples of PSL of same sign with different orientation means different sign. There are other such examples in PSL as well. Fig. 8 shows some examples those are different signs just on the basis of their orientation. Fourier descriptors are used for this paper as shape descriptor for the recognition of PSL. Fourier descriptors proved to be quite reasonable choice for both groups of signs. Analysis according to the ranking metric is shown in Fig. 9 (a) -(e). These results are achieved while using only magnitude of the fourier descriptor to make it starting point invariant. If phase information is also included in the shape descriptor accuracy goes down 40 to 50% on average. Similarly if 1-D signature per sign consistency is ignored, on average 15% decrease in accuracy is observed. Figure shows the tuning of classification module with respect to nearest neighbors and distance measure for both groups, while analyzing the effect of number of fourier descriptors to be used for classification of PSL. The paper presents the empirical analysis and proves that the presented methodology has the potential to be a good shape descriptor for a considerable larger and complex sign dictionary. PSL is taken as a test case for this claim and the proposed methodology very successfully proves the claim true. A survey on sign languages [19] has enlisted potential challenges and prime required features for a good automated SLR. We have analyzed our proposed methodology on the gauge provided by the survey [19] . The analysis is depicted in the Fig. 11 .
These figure shows that proposed methodology is successful in resolving many problems identified in the survey [19] . Rotation invariance is achieved through proposed methodology but instead of having positive impact, this has negative impact on accuracy of the proposed methodology as discussed earlier in the paper. Variety of gestures as described in survey is dictionary based on gestures having one handed, two handed, facial expressions, and gait, static and dynamic signs. But dictionary used in proposed methodology have only one handed static signs. Similarly proposed method has put restriction on dressing of the signer i.e. full sleeved dress. Apart from these limitations, the presented methodology has given quite encouraging results while coping up a lot of challenges of automated SLR.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an efficient, invariant method for the classification of PSL. The paper has compared different potential shape descriptors and has provided due justification of the results in the context. Two distinct groups of signs are used to analyze. It is observed that Group II that have less complex signs and less number of signs, gives better result as compared to more complex and larger Group I for central moments and Hu Moments, whereas Fourier descriptor have given very encouraging results for both the groups. The proposed methodology has given quite encouraging results. As always there is still a room left for improvement. For future work, further shape descriptors can be investigated for PSL. Similarly different shape signatures can be analyzed for the classification purpose. Variety in gestures should be accommodated in further research for automated PSL recognition system.
